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Dear Irma Vep team,
Ludlam’s essays and interviews are filled with a constant slew of contradictions.
“He was an obstinate contrarian first and last, always ready to contradict himself at a
moment’s notice,” writes Kaufman (193). While diving into his words, I found so many
times when he would claim a label and reject it in the next sentence. He would argue
passionately that his work had no politics and then bash Susan Sontag for claiming
camp was apolitical (among other critiques he had of her foundational essay). He would
argue he was a drag performer in one show and in the next say he never does drag,
only impersonation. He claimed an aversion to camp, and later touted himself as a
leading camp artist.
What each of these contradictions add up to is a man who was willing to change
his mind, a man who allowed space for incongruity and impossibility and juxtaposition.
He was rarely ever into either/or, instead gravitating towards both/and. Camp itself is
steeped in this kind of contradiction, often playing with the idea of false dichotomies
(young/old, feminine/masculine, high/low status). So if you find yourself in the course of
this project wondering if something should be this or that, consider instead that it very
well could be both.
Let yourself play in this world. Take what is useful in this packet and toss the rest.
Then pick it up back out of the trash and wear it as a hat if you like. Whatever you do,
don’t let yourself settle in. Push and jump and ask big questions and explore and fail
big. And if there’s anything I can do to support you in that process, don’t hesitate to ask.
Your dramaturg,
Finn
Finn Lefevre
they/them pronouns
finn.lefevre@gmail.com
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CHARLES LUDLAM
Ludlam was born in 1943 in Floral
Park, New York. He was raised Catholic,
an aspect of his upbringing he railed
against in his artistic work. At age six, his
mother lost him at the Mineola Fair, where
he wandered into a Punch and Judy show
and later a Freak Show—experiences that
marked the beginning of his fascination
with performance.
Ludlam got his first taste of
professional theater in an internship with
Red Barn Theater in 1958. There he
developed his love for acting, but also for
the collective and bohemian lifestyle that
company lived. By 17 he was running his
own student acting troupe above a liquor
store in his hometown. He went to college
at Hofstra, a program he described as
critical to his understanding of classics and
theatrical tradition. Despite its importance to his foundation, he also struggled deeply in
the program, finding the traditional methods too limiting to his burgeoning sense of
outrageous and ridiculous acting.
Shortly after graduation, he moved to Greenwich Village, New York and started
working with John Vaccaro at The Play-House of the Ridiculous. Vaccaro allowed him
space to grow into his own style, teaching him that his campiness didn’t make him a bad
actor, and was instead an asset. It was at the Play-House where Ludlam first played a
drag role (in a wig he somehow inherited from Salvador Dalí), and fell in love with that
aesthetic. After some arguing in the middle of a production, Ludlam split from Vaccaro
and founded his own Ridiculous Theatrical Company.
In these same years, Ludlam was also able to more openly explore his gay
identity, something that he was shamed for in his youth. He spent a lot of time in gay
spaces, even writing plays while he hung out in bathhouses waiting for a partner. In one
such bathhouse, he was caught in a raid, and his subsequent arrest led to him
radicalizing his politics even further, bashing back against capitalism and government
interference in private affairs.
At RTC, Ludlam’s aesthetic flourished. He started exploring the idea of juxtaposing
tradition with experimentation, classic language with exaggerated physicality. In the
early years of RTC, they found very little critical success and Ludlam supplemented his
long nights with working a number of odd jobs.
Eventually the company established a permanent home and started to see more
commercial success. Ludlam expanded his work to other arenas of theater, serving as a
professor as well as on the New York State Council’s theater panel.
Ludlam was multi-talented. He often designed, directed, wrote, and starred in
pieces simultaneously. This is also indicative of his desire for total control, something
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other collaborators have both applauded and critiqued. He could be very demanding
and intensely dominating, but he could also have an entire play dreamed up in his head
from the opening chords to the color of the lead’s lipstick.
Despite his desire for complete artistic control, he also loved to improvise with his
collaborators, often writing scripts from extended improv sessions.
Six months after their initial meeting and hookup, Ludlam ran into Everett Quinton
in 1975 and the two became lovers and artistic collaborators, their relationship lasting
the rest of Ludlam’s life. Quinton became one of his favorite actors, and the two would
perform together regularly.
It was for and with Quinton that Ludlam
created Irma Vep. The play was intended as a
playground for the pair, a piece that would
showcase their favorite tricks and styles and
allow them space to experiment and
improvise.
Quinton and Ludlam originated the roles in
the show’s premiere in 1984, with Quinton
also responsible for the impossibly imaginative
costumes which allowed their quick changes
to be as short as 5 seconds in one instance.
Despite Ludlam’s tumultuous and often
antagonistic relationship with critics, Irma Vep
was one of his most critically acclaimed works.
The play ran for two years and was produced
at numerous other theaters during his lifetime,
and has since achieved great commercial
success.
Ludlam once wrote of the premiere of
Irma Vep that he “had no idea who the killer
was until the day before the first preview,”
leaving the last few pages unwritten until the
day before they opened the show. (Ludlam
123) Months later he revealed that he had
known all along how the play would end, but
he hated that a child would be murdered and
didn’t want to tell his team. He knew this was the only way all of the plots could come
together, but thought somehow in the improvising in rehearsal they could come up with
a different solution. Alas, no other solution was reached and he canceled their first
preview to incorporate the final scenes into the play.
After his health began declining severely, Ludlam (who was so afraid of AIDS that
he refused testing for two+ years) was diagnosed as HIV+ and with AIDS in 1986. He
died of AIDS related complications just a year later.
After his death, Quinton led the RTC for the next decade before moving on to other
projects. One of Ludlam’s final pieces of writing was a short scene between himself and
Quinton in which he explained to Quinton why it was important that he carry on the RTC
—and to trust his own vision and skill in Ludlam’s absence.
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RIDICULOUSNESS
Ridiculousness is at the core of Ludlam’s work, his history, and his aesthetic.
What is ridiculousness?
• A performance method that
involves clowning, parody, satire,
absurdism, farce, and just general
nonsense
• It avoids traditional meaningmaking, but makes its own meaning
• “The concept of recycling dramatic
traditions and popular culture using
artifice, parody and exaggeration,
with a notion of truth” (Roemer 65)
• “Neither informs nor entertains, but
merely confuses” (Roemer 65)
• Making the “artifice” obvious
Why ridiculousness?
• Frees you from conformity
• You can’t be judged or mocked if
you mock yourself first
• Inverts and subverts values, allows
you to make your own value system
• Allows you to do things a “serious”
person could not do
• Calls attention to the inherent
ridiculousness in things we take for
granted, think of as normal/
everyday
• Equalizes low and high brow in
value

Ludlam’s training in ridiculousness came from his training with John Vaccaro at the
Playhouse of the Ridiculous. It was the first time his queerness felt like a positive
attribute to him. Queerness and ridiculousness intermingled for Ludlam, and later camp
became a big part of that mix as well.
Watch this lecture on the 50 year history of theater of the ridiculous:
https://youtu.be/FCaK-CG6HbE
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FORM & AESTHETICS
QUEER THEATER
On several occasions, Ludlam made the distinction between queer theater and
gay theater. He believed gay theater was focused on normalizing same-gender
relationships and making LGBTQ+ folks seem like everyone else, as upstanding moral
citizens. He had no desire to create work that encouraged assimilation.
Instead of making gay people respectable, he wanted to mock the idea of
respectability alltogether. He also often mocked gay people in his work, and chose to
present narratives of queer people where they were silly, evil, monstrous, ridiculous,
and grotesque. He said it was more fun to write queer people as dangerous, that these
plays would prove that, “maybe we're not as housebroken as those plays want to make
it seem.” (Ludlam 230)
Ludlam said his work was suited for non-queer audiences as well: “my work is very
much for people who might not approve of the gayness. I take them over the bumps,
make them draw certain conclusions about sexism through parody, hold sexism up to
ridicule.” (Ludlam 229)
CAMP
Camp is inappropriate. Camp is bad taste. Camp is outrageous. Camp rails
against conventions and laughs at tradition.
As an aesthetic form, camp has been around for a century. The term itself is most
often thought to have come from campare a Polari term for making bold art that stands
out. Polari was a language invented by queer folks in the early 20th century as a way of
coding their speech. This method is still used today, but the language is often adopted
by mainstream non-queer speakers as well.
Camp generally refers to any aesthetics that are over-the-top, go against
traditional values of what is “proper” or “classy,” reappropriate old or forgotten trends,
and generally showcase queer imagination. Below are several key aspects of camp as
they appear in Ludlam’s work.
Since camp is based on standing out against current trends and inverting current
values, camp is always evolving with the times. What was once tacky and wild might
now be considered fashionable (like neon tracksuits). What do you see around you
today that would be considered camp? What does it take to be bold and
intentionally unfashionable in a generation when fashion is wickedly weird?
“Camp is motivated by rage.” (Ludlam 254)
AVAILABLISM
Availablism is the term for making your art from whatever is readily available. This
aesthetic led to the “trash aesthetic” we often see now in drag spaces, where items that
would have been discarded are repurposed. Availablism grew out of financial necessity
—it is hard to pinpoint an exact origin, but folks often point to the way drag queens
during the mid 20th century had to craft garments from makeshift items that could be
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quickly disassembled due to strict cross-dressing laws and frequent police raids.
Ludlam was a big fan of walking through his neighborhood and picking up things he
found on the street or in the dumpster to incorporate into his designs.
Availablism extends beyond material items too. Ludlam loved pulling references
from anything that was part of the current pop culture. He would repurpose everything
from lines to dance moves, gestures to whole plots.
INVERTING VALUES
Camp is the unearned bravado of wearing jewel encrusted crocs. Camp is saying
“it’s ugly. I love it.” Camp is taking something with supposed value and making it look
cheap. Camp is taking something with no supposed value and rocking it like it’s the
Crown Jewels.
Beyond aesthetic inversion of values, camp is also a way of mocking social values
and structures. Just as a comedy of manners might poke fun at the strange dance high
society members struggle to perform, camp exaggerates the steps until the entire dance
seems grotesque.
Where in this play do you see Ludlam inverting values?
"Camp is a means by which cultivated taste is deliberately thrown into reverse so
that aesthetic absurdities become desirable." —John Canaday, 1968
"Camp is by its very nature, political, subversive and even revolutionary." —
Bruce LaBruce, 2012
FALSE DICHOTOMIES
Old or young. Trashy or classy. Heroic or villainous. Camp destroys dichotomies
like these. bJust as camp is used to invert values, camp is used to offer both/and—the
most obvious example of this is “ugly or beautiful.” Camp often uses collage techniques
to combine the familiar with the unfamiliar or the socially accepted with the ostracized to
create something entirely new. This unapologetic equalizing forces audiences to
question what they consider to be “opposites” or mutually exclusive traits.
Where do you see your characters holding multiple truths and seemingly
incompatible traits? What dichotomies or incongruities do you notice?
Some of these contradictions Ludlam claimed came from the impossibility of
makeup transformation during costume quick changes—there would always be pieces
of the other characters present, as well as pieces of the actor bleeding through. Are
there moments you notice one character bleeding into another? Are there
overlaps between your characters?
“Heroes are undemocratic characters. It’s undemocratic for one character to be
that much better. It’s sort of unfair.” (Ludlam 251)
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CLASS
Sontag’s essay also claims a certain level of class is necessary for camp, that
camp is only possible in affluent society. While Sontag was responding to a particular
lavishness and extremity of camp, she missed the mark in its class relationship—camp
originated in ball houses and drag clubs, as well as other lower socio-economic spaces,
not among the wealthy elite. The excess was one of their own invention, coming from
their use of availablism.
Camp flourished in these spaces both as a way to participate in fashions otherwise
inaccessible to them and as a way to critique/laugh at/upend those trends. If you can
make anything look expensive, you can also make anything look cheap, and camp does
both. In what ways is this piece mocking or toying with the manners and fashions
of “high society”? What aspects of your characters’ class seem significant? How
can you use camp to call into question the “value” of these aspects? How is
status shifted and spoofed in your roles?
Camp has been used by those of lower socioeconomic classes to create an
underground fashion economy—fake purses, giant costume jewelry, and lashes as long
as your legs. it is when these fashions get taken up by the mainstream fashion industry
that their tackiness is suddenly the haute mode. Today, camp can be “those
Balenciagas, the ones that look like socks” (Cardi B, “I like it”) selling for $800, but it’s
also a bag full of dollar store items attached delicately to an ornate headpiece (Cara
Delevigne’s 2019 Met Gala costume).
HUMOR
“If you tell people the truth you’d better make them laugh or they’ll kill
you.” (Ludlam 260)
Ludlam had an interesting relationship with comedy. As much as he focused his
efforts on comedy, he also focused on trying to make comedy be taken as seriously as
drama, and felt his work also contained a great deal of drama. Ludlam believed laughter
was like recognition—if he did something on stage, something terrible or ridiculous or
even tragic, and people laughed, he felt that meant they saw him. He also believed
humor was a way of taking some of these terrible things around him (particularly the
AIDS crisis near the time of writing Irma Vep) and finding the positive, the silly, the
absolutely horrendously awful that somehow is just so bad it’s funny. For him it was a
choice between laughing and crying, so he chose laughing.
Are there moments when your characters use humor to diffuse otherwise
terrible experiences? Are there moments when the balance between comedy and
tragedy shifts?
“If you tell people the truth you’d better make them laugh or they’ll kill
you.” (Ludlam 260)
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DRAG AND FEMALE IMPERSONATION
Ludlam went back and forth about whether he considered his work drag or female
impersonation. The two terms are used in overlapping ways, and the distinctions are
even less clear today than they were in the 80s. Ludlam sometimes argued that drag
was more about glamour and impersonation was more about acting, but other times he
would state that impersonation occurred in every role and sometimes those roles were
played in drag.
Ludlam’s perceptions of what makes
good drag are clear in his hatred of Harvey
Fierstein’s Torch Song Trilogy and La Cage
aux Folles—calling that kind of drag shallow
and unsubstantial, where the punchline is
the drag. This kind of drag mocks femininity,
but for Ludlam he was not interested
mocking a whole gender, but rather a
character, a figure, a story. His mocking was
tempered by a genuine interest in
developing character. “I pioneered the idea
that female impersonation could be serious
acting, an approach to character.” (Ludlam
qtd. in Kaufman 187)
Ludlam played his drag role with the
same level of thoughtfulness as any actor
playing a role of their own gender. In this
way, the non-drag roles carried the same
simultaneous campiness and depth as the
drag roles. He even argued that in some
shows he was both a female impersonator
and a male impersonator.

“My flaw as a female impersonator lay in this: I always played women who
wished they were men. I always feel like a lesbian in drag. I am never
content.” (Ludlam qtd. in Kaufman 105)
"Camp renders gender a question of aesthetics." —Jonathon Dollimore, 1999
THE REVEAL
The Reveal is a trope used in queer performance that originated in the drag world.
It generally refers to a moment wear an actor undergoes a visible/onstage costume
transformation that reveals a whole new look or character.
This trope allows for an actor to play multiple parts, have a little bit of stage magic,
surprise the audience, and showcase design/construction skills. Ludlam especially
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appreciated the “it was there the whole time” surprise in moments like these, as well as
the both/and of having multiple roles/costumes simultaneously.
As the reveal is such a staple in drag performance, artists are constantly
innovating and looking for new ways to use costume surprises. Ludlam would find ways
to hide other costumes beneath the one he was wearing, or reach through a curtain and
emerge with a whole new costume. He loved these tricks, and was constantly looking
for new ways for actors in his shows to interact with costumes in new ways. Here are a
couple examples of Reveal moments that go beyond the traditional.
Katya’s wig reveal on RuPaul’s Drag Race
http://www.logotv.com/video-clips/q4gtn5/rupauls-drag-race-sasha-s-rose-petal-reveal
Nina West’s gown reveal
https://youtu.be/45SZVE86HkY
What moments of “reveal” do your characters
have? What is revealed?
PENNY DREADFULS
Penny Dreadfuls were cheap mini-novels in
the Victorian era. They were usually gore, crime,
and/or adventure, and usually considered very lowbrow or even trashy. Often purchased by youth,
these sensationalist short-form stories grew out of
the gothic horror style and inspired the later dime
novel trend.
Ludlam read many penny dreadfuls and
referenced them in plays and essays, especially
Varney the Vampire: The Feast of Blood, a mid
19th century dreadful that is said to have inspired
Dracula. Varney is also considered one of the first
written examples of a “sympathetic” vampire,
where the vampire is not solely a villain of the story,
but a complex character who laments his curse.
MELODRAMA
Melodrama is characterized by extremes—heroes and villains, shifts in fortune,
highly sentimental or sensationalized performance style, dramatic gestures, etc.
Melodramas were often accompanied by music that highlighted the mood the
audience should be feeling in that moment, reinforced by overtly symbolic imagery.
Since the emphasis is often on plot, characters in melodrama tend to be flat, onedimensional, or based in easily recognizable archetypes.
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FARCE
The main three elements of farce are:
Identity
confusion or deception
•
• Mocking of social conventions
• Language-based humor
• Ludlam’s was a big fan of double entendre, innuendos, and multi-level puns
Farce also often involves loosely-based commedia archetypes, a reversal of
expectations, fast-paced wit, and slapstick comedy.

SATIRE
If farce offers space to mock and ridicule the ruling class, satire is using that
mockery to kill the queen. Satire usually has a more political bend than farce, and is not
necessarily comedic. Satire takes existing scenarios and public figures as its targets,
making them into caricatures to then be burned in effigy (usually figuratively).
“The difficult thing about satire is that once you have the lash in your hand it’s
hard to know enough is enough.” —Anthony Trollope
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REFERENCES & ALLUSIONS
“I devote myself to unearthing literary oddities which I savor the way a pig savors
truffles.” (Ludlam 257)
WHY MONSTERS?
A huge portion of the references and allusions Ludlam uses in his work are from
pieces about monsters, villains, and outcasts. Ludlam was always drawn to imperfect
figures, villainous figures, the grotesque. But his attachment to monsters is part of a
larger social experience for queer people growing up in the US in the 20th and 21st
centuries.
From Disney to Hitchcock, monsters have often been historically queer-coded.
Queer coding is:
“a process by which characters in a piece of fictional media seem — or code
— queer. This is usually determined by a series of characteristics that are
traditionally associated with queerness, such as more effeminate
presentations by male characters or more masculine ones from female
characters. These characters seem somehow less than straight, and so we
associate those characters with queerness — even if their sexual orientation
is never a part of their story.
Queer coding has its roots in a wide variety of places throughout American
history, usually situated in the 1950s and '60s, when the U.S. government,
along with a number of religious and conservative groups, became extremely
concerned with the effect various forms of media were having on the public.
It is in this time that the Comics Code Authority arose, banning overt
sexuality of any kind from comics, and putting restrictions on the ways in
which women could be depicted.” (Ennis)
Queer coding villains ranges from the effeminate movements of Jafar or Hades to the
transphobic narratives of Buffalo Bill. Some of these images make the queer-coded
image into the punchline, while others make the figure violent and antisocial.
Many scholars and theorists argue how problematic these queer-coded villains
are, and yet so many queer artists use this trope in their own work. Ludlam was
incredibly drawn to this trope in his plays, citing how villains can break rules that should
be broken, can speak back when others can’t, can contain power otherwise unavailable
to us, can transform their own lives and stories by their own hand.
He isn’t the only one to make this connection. Monsters such as werewolves,
vampires, and Frankenstein have been taken up by numerous queer artists. One such
author writes about their connection to Frankenstein:
“When you’re gay and grow up feeling like a hideous misfit, fully conscious
that some believe your desires to be wicked and want to kill you for them,
identifying with the Monster is hardly a stretch: A misunderstood beast finds
solace in the solitude of the woods, but seems to endlessly face the wrath of
the torch-bearing, small-minded inhabitants in the world beyond.” (Fox)
Another writes:
“I completely identify with the character of Frankenstein’s Monster. I wake
up, put on makeup and scare people.” (Lady Bunny qtd. in Fox)
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Writing Irma Vep in the height of the AIDS crisis, Ludlam was surrounded by
images of queer-coded villains, using metaphors to demonize those with HIV.

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

REBECCA (DAPHNE DU MAURIER BOOK AND HITCHCOCK FILM)
The general plot of Rebecca follows a
woman who marries a widower only
to discover that his recently deceased
first wife, Rebecca, still holds power
in the household and retains the
loyalty of the housekeeper.
The film was known for its high camp
and melodrama, as well as its
shocking portrayals of queer female
sexuality as deviant and ultimately
dangerous.
Watch the most iconic scene here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=izbOPZezYiQ
The image right depicts the new wife
being shown the portrait of the
deceased Rebecca.
WUTHERING HEIGHTS
The setting—dank, dreary English moors—is stripped directly from descriptions in
Wuthering Heights.
The conversation between Jane and Nicodemus in Act III, scene 1 (““were I in your
place I would frame high notions of my birth”) were plucked from a conversation
between Cathy and Heathcliff.
SHAKESPEARE’ HAMLET
In addition to the huge influence Shakespeare had on Ludlam’s dramatic structure
and gender play, he also used lines from Laertes and Hamlet, giving both Laertes’
and Hamlet’s lines to Lord Edgar (“Far from his fair and unpolluted fresh may violets
spring!” and “there are more things on heaven and earth than are dreamed of in our
philosophies!”)
The former line in Hamlet shows Laertes mourning his sister, just after learning of her
death. He is hoping in death she can finally be removed from all the nastiness of their
house.
The latter line in Hamlet is when Hamlet is trying to convince Horatio that knowledge
and science are limited—that there are things that can’t just be explained away
(namely, ghosts).
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SHAKESPEARE’S MACBETH
Enid’s Act II scene 2 lines (“Lady Enid: No sleep! No sleep for me! I shall never sleep
again. Sleep is dead. Sleep is dead. She hath murdered sleep…”) are taken from
Macbeth Act II scene 2 (Macbeth’s famous “sleep no more” rant).
IBSEN’S LITTLE EYOLF
The very last lines of the play between Enid and Edgar (“Towards the stars and
towards that great silence..”) are copied from a scene between Rita and Allmers.
This scene in Little Eyolf is often described as a false reconciliation. It seems on
paper that Allmers is changing his tune from a self-professed charlatan, but
connecting these lines to his earlier speech, it seems he has not changed at all but is
continuing his pattern of using his wit and words to win the day.
In the Vep version of the line, what are they heading towards? What is their
outlook in this moment? Is this lip service from our Edgar?
IBSEN’S GHOSTS (1882)
The opening lines between Jane and Nicodemus Act I scene 1 (“you’re dripping wet!/
It’s God’s good rain..”) are paraphrased from the opening lines of Ghosts between
Regina and Engstrand.
The play is full of mystery, ghosts, and madness—especially the madness one feels
when they are the only one who sees the ghost.
OSCAR WILDE’S BALLAD OF READING GAOL
Nicodemus’ dying lines (“Nicodemus: each man kills the thing he loves. The coward
does it with a kiss, the brave man with a sword…”) are taken from this Wilde poem
(excerpt):
Yet each man kills the thing he loves
By each let this be heard,
Some do it with a bitter look,
Some with a flattering word,
The coward does it with a kiss,
The brave man with a sword!
Some kill their love when they are young,
And some when they are old;
Some strangle with the hands of Lust,
Some with the hands of Gold:
The kindest use a knife, because
The dead so soon grow cold.
Some love too little, some too long,
Some sell, and others buy;
Some do the deed with many tears,
And some without a sigh:
For each man kills the thing he loves,
Yet each man does not die.
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EDGAR ALLAN POE’S THE RAVEN
Lady Enid’s line, “The rapping! the rapping! As if someone is gently tapping. Tapping
at my chamber door…” is pulled from this famous poem.
THE MUMMY (1932 FILM)
The structure and general concept of the sarcophagus scene is a send-up to this film.
In particular, Ludlam talked about using those references to highlight how nonEgyptian Egyptologists have fetishized and sexualized ancient Egyptian culture.
Ludlam cites the dominant discourse around Egypt in the West as being full of gender
ambiguity, deviant sexuality, and sexual potency. How does he play with these
stereotypes in this scene?

(the sarcophagus scene in The Mummy)
OTHER WORKS NOT DIRECTLY CITED, BUT INFLUENCED THE PLAY
THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GREY

I WAS A TEENAGE WEREWOLF

THE HOUNDS OF THE BASKERVILLES

GASLIGHT

FRANKENSTEIN

SHE WHO SLEEPS

NOSFERATU

ROMANCE OF THE MUMMY
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INFLUENCES ON LUDLAM’S WORK
COMMEDIA DELL’ARTE

• Ludlam liked to play with twists on commedia’s stock characters, taking the familiar
•

and skewing it.
He also liked the structure of these pieces, usually predictable and following simple
patterns. He would sometimes use them as basic outlines of pieces and then fill in
the substance through rigorous improvisation with other performers.

STANISLAVSKI AND PSYCHOLOGICAL REALISM
• In typical Ludlam fashion, he both made fun of and applauded the Method. He was
trained in Stanislavski in school, but didn’t find it useful to his work until much later,
when he was working in drag roles.
• He would say that he felt both very rooted in the psychological realism of a character
and that psychology should be banned from theater entirely.
• He found something uniquely powerful about a balance between a deep
psychological understanding of a character and a completely ridiculous/high camp
physical/visual portrayal.
GREEK THEATER
• The Greeks used humor as a corrective device, or a way of laughing at those who do
not conform or do not perform their duties correctly. If audiences laughed at a fool
who didn’t know his place in society, they would internalize that deviance is shunned.
• Ludlam liked what he called the “concentric structure” of Greek plays—scenes that all
built on one another, tying back to previous moments, and slowly building to a climax.
He liked that the climax was seeded throughout the piece.
• He combined this structure with the Well-Made play structure, saying this structure
was more supportive of the actor.
VARIETY SHOWS/BURLESQUE/VAUDEVILLE
• Ludlam liked to pull techniques for quick-changes, on-stage costume transformations,
and the “reveal.”
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FREAK SHOWS/SIDE SHOWS
• After stumbling into a freak show at age 6, Ludlam became obsessed—especially
with what kinds of figures people considered “freaks.” He was interested in playing
freaks, finding the psychological realism inside someone usually flattened to just their
visual presentation.
• He also liked to imbue each character (especially ones not normally seen as freaks)
with traits considered freakish, revealing how each of us is sometimes an outsider.
VENTRILOQUISM
• Learning to throw his voice was critical
to the success of quick-changes and
multi-character roles.
ELIZABETHAN THEATER
• Ludlam especially liked the theatricality
of Elizabethan theater.
• He took influence from the way the
cross-gender actors played their
female roles.
SHAKESPEARE
• Ludlam connected with the fools
and tricksters.
• He often used tropes and recycled
plots from comedies of manners
and comedies of identity.
• Shakespeare’s cross-gender roles
and tropes often reappear in
Ludlam’s work, especially those
which led to moments of
ambiguous sexuality (Twelfth Night
for example).
KABUKI ONNAGATA
• Ludlam wanted to model his mode of performance on the Onnagata, or male crossgender performers in Kabuki. Their performances are highly psychological and
extremely detailed, while the visuals are much more performative and theatrical than
realistic.
• This outside/inside or visual/psychological dichotomy comes up a lot in Ludlam’s
writing.
ARTAUD AND THEATER OF CRUELTY
• “Onstage we go beyond ourselves, not limited by morality. That is really the
contribution of Artaud. Most people took it on a very superficial level. It ended up
being fancy dress.” (Ludlam 251).
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• Ludlam took from Artaud that actors were like living hieroglyphs—“A character is an
embodiment of a concept made of flesh and blood.” (Ludlam 255)
OTHER INFLUENCES AND SOURCES LUDLAM DREW FROM:
• German expressionism
• Pop art and Andy Warhol
• Brecht and Epic Theater
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